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education

Eleven
Industrial Designer, Sept. 2017–present
Boston, Massachusetts

Yellow Window
Design Intern, September–November, 2014
Antwerp, Belgium

Most recently I assisted with the development
of a GUI for a smart kitchen appliance through
iterative rounds of usability testing. I have also
worked on the design for several housewares
projects and a conference-call system
for offices.

I worked on the interior design and livery of a
tram, and produced concepts and renderings for
housewares, furniture, and public
transportation projects.

Worrell
Design Intern, June–August, 2017
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Worrell is a health care and medical product
development consulting firm. I designed
softgoods to hold medical devices for in-home
use, brainstormed with clients about surgical
equipment and developed an advanced surgical
suite concept.
Herbst Produkt
Design Intern, August 2016–December 2016
Santa Cruz, CA
Herbst Produkt is small consulting firm in the San
Francisco bay area. We worked on a variety of
housewares and consumer electronic projects. My
responsibilities included producing concepts and
renderings for client presentations and preparing
factory design documentation CAD.
Ethicon
Design Intern, January–May, 2016
Cincinnati, Ohio
Ethicon designs surgical instruments and medical
products for a number of Johnson and Johnson
owned healthcare companies. I was the lead
designer for a cryogenic vial holder and drug
transfer system that is going into production.

Industry
Design Intern January–May, 2014
Portland, Oregon
Industry is a consulting firm focused on design
strategy. I produced concepts, renderings and
storyboards for client presentations. In addition, I
assisted with the sketch ideation for Industry’s entry
into the Oregon Manifest commuter bike design
contest which was featured in Wired magazine.
Logic PD
Design Intern, June–August, 2013
Minneapolis, Minnesota
I produced design concepts and scale mockups for
an orbital atherectomy surgical device, a pacemaker
system to treat parkinson’s disease and a cycling
power meter.
Loppet Foundation
Youth Coach and Event Coordinator
Sept. 2009–Sept. 2011 Minneapolis, Minnesota
The Loppet Foundation is a non-profit dedicated to
promoting cross-country skIing and outdoor sports
in Minneapolis. I coached and developed a variety of
youth and adult outdoor sports programs and also
coordinated event planning for races and festivals
such as the City of Lakes Loppet.

University of Cincinnati, DAAP
College of Design, Architecture,
Art and Planning
BS, Industrial Design, 2017
cum laude
Sinclair Community College
Dayton, Ohio
Certificate, Desktop Publishing, 2012
Colby College
Waterville, Maine
BA, Psychology, neuroscience, 2008
NCAA cross-country skiing and running

design skills
design strategy
design research
sketching
rendering
model making
UX design
photography
typography
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Indesign
Solidworks
Alias
Rhino
Keyshot
V-ray

